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Armenian Research output dynamics 

Citation Analysis 

Subject area breakdown: in which research areas are 
we most successful? 

Collaborations analysis 

Can Armenian research be cited better in the future? 

Questions 
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Armenian research output dynamics 
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How does that fit into context? 
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Can we compare citations for those countries? 
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Category Normalized Citation Impact 

CNCIpaper= 
Times cited 

NCIgroup of papers= 
CNCI1+ CNCI2 +...+ CNCIN 

N 

CNCIpaper > 1: it is cited above global average (above expected level) 

CNCIpaper < 1: it is cited below global average – or below expected level 

Average citations for all documents of the same document type, published in 
the same year and in the same subject area 
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So, how do the values for Category Normalized Citation Impact compare for those countries? 
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Let’s compare the Category Normalized Citation Impact for a wider group of neighbor countries for the 
most recent 10 year period 
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Top 10 research areas for Armenia for the most recent 10 year period 

Armenia World 
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How do these subject areas in Armenia compare by Category Normalized Citation Impact? 
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Another way to visualize this data: which areas are our strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats? 
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Collaboration analysis – which countries does Armenia mostly collaborate with? 
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Collaboration analysis – which countries does Armenia mostly collaborate with? 
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Remember this citation spike in 2012? That’s the year of the most intensive LHC results publications 
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Since last year, there is an option to set thresholds for the records in InCites 

A generally accepted 
level that defines a 

“large collaboration” 
in bibliometrics is 30 

authors per 
document 
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Collaboration analysis – which countries does Armenia mostly collaborate with? 
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How do the neighboring countries relate in terms of Category Normalized Citation Impact then? 
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Which are our true strengths then? 
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Are we doing really well in Biology & Biochemistry? 

All those papers are meeting abstracts, and the citations mostly come 
from the authors themselves 

It doesn’t mean the papers are not good – it means the results have to be 
interpreted with caution 
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What’s remaining if we remove meeting abstracts together with large collaborations? 
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How well are our papers on mathematics cited in the journals we prefer to publish in? 
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...and what about our papers on mathematics in top journals? 
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• Journal Impact Factor value may differ 

greatly across the research areas 

• But a quartile is a measure that works 

well across the areas: Q1 always 

contains the most prestigious journals 

regardless of the subject field 

Important to know 
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Journal Impact Factor is probably the most meaningful 

indicator of journal quality and impact. But it shouldn’t be 

used to evaluate research output 

 

At the same time, the situation in post-soviet countries 

makes it possible to use Journal Impact Factor as a 

compass to figure out where to publish your research 

results. 
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If you don’t like the journal impact factors – consider how many people might read your 

paper 
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Another example 
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Conclusions and recommendations 

1. Armenian research output is growing. But it is extremely important to ensure this growth is 

sustainable. 3 ways of doing that: 

1. Base your research on the most authoritative results 

2. Collaborate with top authors and organizations 

3. Publish your research in the most prestigious journals with large readership audiences 

2. Armenia is doing well in Physics, has potential in Clinical Medicine, Plant & Animal Science, 

Social Sciences. It is worth thinking about how this success can be developed further 

3. There are certain fields, like Chemistry, Mathematics, and Neuroscience & Behavior, where 

Armenian research is cited significantly below global average. In most cases this means that 

good research results are published in low-impact journals. Low-impact journals are not bad, 

but their small readership audiences might negatively affect the citations of your papers. We 

recommend to focus on publishing in high-impact journals. 
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